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The reactor ZEUS (Zero Energy
Uranium System) at Harwell. ZEUS
has a highly enriched uranium
core surrounded by a natural
uranium breeding blanket.

The Cockroft· Walton high voltage
generator with the injector of
the proton > linear accelerator in
the cent re v background.

HERMES· the heavy element radio >

active material - electromagnetic
separator which began operation
in January 1957.



Introduction
(i) The Hollerith TyPe 555 Electronic Calculator is manufactured by
The British TabulatingMachineCo. Ltd., and is a developmentof their Types
542 and 550 Electronic Calculators. The "555" was designed primarily for
commercial and accounting work, but it has nowproved to be also a machine
whichcan be used usefully and efficiently in scientific computation.

The followingaccountis intendedto show, by means of some examples, the
powers of the Type 555 Electronic Calculator in various types of scientific
work. These examples have been chosen from problems dealt with by the
Computer Group at A.E.R.E. Harwell, which ha s a Ferranti Mercury
electronic digital computer and a Hollerith punchedcard machine installation
including two Type 555Electronic Calculators. The latter installation which
is complementary to, and not in competition with, the Mercury computer is
used in general for two types of work; MonteCarlo calculations in connection
with reactor studies, and the processing of experimental data.

(ii) Although the Type 555 Electronic Calculator has been chosen primarily
to carry out this work at Harwell, various other problems have been dealt
with and this account includes a selection of such problems. It is intended to
show what order of complextty and size of problem can be conveniently
handled within the capacity of the machine, and to give information aboutthe
time required to program such problems.
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The installation of two Hollerith Type 555 Electronic
Calculators at A.E.R.E., Harwell
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Gener.al description of the
machine

The Type 555 is an Electronic Calculator with card input and output,
controlled by means of manually plugged control panels; the machine reads

information from a punched card, performs a sequence of arithmetical or

logical operations on this information (as defined by a program), and punches
the results into the same or following cards. The program comprises a
maximum of 150 steps but any group of these can be repeated, either a fixed

number of times or until some desired result is achieved. The machine
operates at a maximum speed of 6, 000 card passages per hour. At this speed
ofinputa fixedtime of 600milliseconds is allowed for reading in the numerical
data and carrying out the calculation regardless of the complexity of the
program. Should a calculation on a job call for more than this standard time
allowance, then card feedingwill be held up until the calculation is completed.
Experience here ranges downto the feeding of one card every 50 minutes.

The machine uses decimal arithmetic with "words" or numbers of 10
digits; the internal representation is in binary coded decimal, each digit being
represented by four binary digits which in all operations are dealt with in

parallel. There is a magnetic drum store for 105 words of numerical data

arranged in five channels each of 21 words. In a program step a number is
withdrawn along either or both of two highways, put through functional units
(e.g. adder, divider) according to the operation to be performed by that step,

and the result returned to store. All operations take place in multiples of a

word time or cycle (13/14ths milliseconds) during which, for example, the
sum of two numbers can be formed and stored. Someoperations, including
multiplication, although constituting only one program step, occupya varying

number of word times dependingon the size of the numbers involved.
Among features which make the Type 555 Electronic Calculator a

powerful and efficient tool for scientific computation are:
(1) Fast input and output.
(2) Higharithmetic speeds.
(3) Fairly large storage capacity.
(4) A number of program steps much larger than usual in punched

card calculators.
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The key to the calculating capacity of the
555 lies in this magnetic drum store, which
revolves at 3,000 r.p.m.

These emitters are used for automatic
punching of designations identifying
specific conditions in the punched card
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To summarise, the important features are:-

(a) Parallel input and output. Reading available from all 80 columns of a
card and punching into 60 columns of a card together with emitted
information at a maximum speed of 6, 000 cards per hour.

(b) Three Address system. The basic addition function (Source one plus or
minus Source two to Destination) can be carried out in one basic time
unit :: a word time - so that the machine uses a three-address system of
instructions, although more than 0ne Destination may be addressed
at any time.

(c) Three registers, of 10 decimal digits each, provide the immediate access

store, but in 1 word time all 5 words one in each of the 5 channels
also become available.

(d) As well as addition, subtraction and multiplication, division and square

root are built in and use only one program step.

(e) Comprehensive facilitiesfor testing a number. T.C.O. (true, complement
or zero) units may be set up to record whether a number passing through
the adder is positive, non negative, negative or zero and may be used to

vary the course of the program. These enable elaborate iterative and
logical operations to be performed. "Jumping" instructions are available
from calculated quantities and also from card designation.

(f) Table Look-up. A numerical table can be stored on the drum and
consulted during the calculation using a "table look-up" programming
facility in conjunctionwith "repeat" and "special repeat" functions.

(g) Sub-routines. The logical design enables one to treat sections of a
program in much the same way as- sub-routines in a stored program

computer, entering these from different points in the main program.

(h) Proving and testing programs. The facilities for testing and monitoring
a program are very comprehensive; the machine can be taken manually
through a calculation step by step, the state after each step being
shown on a display panel.
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Programming
and plugging

The general logical design of the machine is straightforward, and apart
from a few special operations the instruction code is quicklyacquired. The
limit of 150 program steps and some slight restrictions on other facilities
is countered by the fact that there is scope for considerable ingenuity in
programming, especially when theprogram as first written exceeds capacity.

This has frequently happened at Harwell, but it can be said that somemeans
has always been foundto overcome this apparent difficulty.

The actual plugging of a program by means of the control panel might

seem at first sight to involvedifficulties because of the closely packed plugs;
plugging, however, can be reduced to an almost faultless operation if it is

carefully planned at the outset. A simple code and routine is used, which
enables even a stranger to a program to follow a calculationwhen checking

through all its stages 0f plugging and operation; this grea tl y assists
in fault-finding.

The design of the control panels is such that the number of times a
particular function may be used is variable; there is an upper limit to the
total number of functions of all kinds whichmay be called, but experience so
far shows that this limit is unlikely to be reached and it is therefore not a

factor whichhas to be taken into account by the programmer.
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Reviewing
and
explaining
a number
of
typical
applications
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Examples of current problems have been chosen to

show the use of the various features of the Type 555

Electronic Calculator: these have been presented to the

Harwell Computing Gr oup by scientists who have a

practical need for large scale calculations. Some of

these applications have become standard routines on

which already hundreds of hours of machine time have

been used.

The use of rational approximations for the elementary
functions.

2 MonteCarlo calculations in nuclear reactor design.

3 Data processtng,

4 Nuclear Structure Theory - a Combinatorial Problem.

S Heat FlowEquations.

6 Evaluation of determinants and the solution of
simultaneous linear equations.
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ERROR CURVE (APPROXIMATION- FUNCTION)!(FUNCTION)

0 1 :& 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ~
z-oo 0'000000 01000 01998 02996 03992 04988 05982 06976 07968 08960 990
'01 0'009950 10940 11929 12916 13903 14889 15873 16857 17840 18822 981

'02 0'0 19803 20783 21761 22739 23717 24693 25668 26642 27615 28587 972

'03 0'0 29559 30529 31499 32467 33435 34401 35367 36332 37296 38259 962

'04 0'0 39221 40182 41142 42101 43059 44017 44973 45929 46884 47837 953

X'OS 0'048790 49742 50693 51643 52592 53541 54488 55435 56380 57325 944

'06 0'0 58269 59212 60154 61095 62035 62975 63913 64851 65788 66724 935

'07 0'0 67659 68593 69526 70458 71390 72321 73250 74179 75107 76035 926
'08 0'0 76961 77887 78811 79735 80658 81580 82501 83422 84341 85260 918

'09 0'0 86178 87095 88011 88926 89841 90754 91667 92579 93490 94401 909

'0004

- '0002

'0002

'0003

RELATIVE
ERROR

OF
APPROXIMATION

'0001

- '0003

-,0004

x'40 0'3 36472 37186 37900 38613 39325 40037 40749 41460 42170 42880 710

'4x 0'3 43590 44299 45007 45715 46423 47130 47836. 48542 49247 49952 70S
'42 0'3 50657 51361 52064 52767 53470 54172 54873 55574 56275 56975 699

'43 0'3 57674 58374 59072 59770 60468 61165 61861 62558 63253 63948 695

'44 0'3 64643 65337 66031 66724 67417 68109 68801 69492 70183 70874 690

1'45 0'3 71564 72253 72942 73630 74318 75006 75693 76380 77066 77751 685

'46 0'3 78436 79121 79805 80489 81172 81855 82538 83219 83901 84582 680

'47 0'3 85262 85942 86622 87301 87980 88658 89336 90013 90690 91366 676

'48 0'3 92042 92718 93393 94067 94741 95415 96088 96761 97433 98105 671

'49 0'3 98776 99447 00118 00788 01457 02126 02795 03463 04131 04798 667

x'So 0'405465 06132 06798 07463 08128 08793 09457 10121 10784 II 447 663

n X 2 3 4 5 6 7
In 10" 2'302585 4·605170 6'907755 9'210340 II'5I2 925 13·8.5 511 16'118096

14 318



O The use of rational approximations
for the elementary functions

It is almost always necessary in mathematical work to use one of the

elementary functions, e.g. log x, sin 211x etc.; it is therefore important toe .
have available routines which will evaluate these functions since the storage
of tables is seldom desirable or even possible. Muchwork has been done in
.the last few years on finding approximations to the elementary functions using
rational functions (t.e, ratios of polynomialswhichare sometimes obtainedby
means ofcontinuedfractions). There are a number of rational approximations
which can be used(1), and when a specified accuracy is required it is

imperative that an efficient routine is chosen for the Type 555 Calculator

which uses only the minimum number of program steps consistent with the
required accuracy. The fact that the division and square root routines are
built in is, of course, instrumental in making the machine a powerful
computing tool, for without these being available immediately and occupying

only one program step much of the w0r k which can be done would be
impossible if sub-routines for these had to be programmed.

Experience with the Type 555 shows that between 20 and 30 steps are
needed to evaluate such functions with maximum relative errors in the range

0.001 to 0.0001. For example, one such routine for evaluating Ilogexl '
0<x~1, takes 28 steps for a maximum relative error of 0.0004.

The rational functiontaken is:

11 I (1 - ) 1.06535+ .31774x 1s » ogex.• x .38308+x ,2~X~1.

x which may initially be 9 dectmals, is scaled first by powers of 10 to obtain
significant digits in the first five decimal places, and then by powers of 2 to

bring it within the range i~x~1. This scaling and the subsequent correction
by addingmultiples of log 2 and log 10 takes 18 of the 28 steps, the remaininge e
10 steps being used to evaluate y above.

Where two functions e.g. Ilogexl and sin 211x, are required in the same
program it is possible to obtain rational functions which differ only in the
numerical coefftctents, thus allowing the same routine to be entered to

evaluate both functions. (The Iloge~routine is given in AppendixA).

(1) Rational Approximations of Functions. B.Carlson and M.Goldstein. Report

LA-193 Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. University of California.
15
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a Monte Carlo calculations in
U nuclear reactordesign

The active agents in a nuclear reactor are the neutrons, and the essential

purpose of all reactor calculations is to find out something about the neutron

population. This population is discrete, that is, it is madeup ofindividual
neutrons whose behaviour is governed by knownphysical laws whichinvolve

the nuclear properties of the materials of the reactor. The number of
neutrons is so great (1010/c.c. is a low value for this) that no accuracy is lost

if the population is assumed to be continuous, and an analytical mathematical
treatment of the problem developed as is done in hydrodynamics; a vast

amount of reactor calculation has been, and will continueto be, doneonthis
basis. However, problems have arisen in which the analytical treatment
leads to mathematical difficulties insuperable even with the most powerful

computing machinery, and in such cases, the only method of attack is one
which takes into account the discrete nature of the neutron population. The
laws describing this neutrons' behaviour are all expressions ofprobability:

for example, the probability of travelling the distance x before making a
collision with a nucleus is proportional toe -px where p depends on the

medium. This collision can result in absorption or scattering of the neutron,

or fission of the nucleus, with given relative probabilities. Onecantherefore
study the behaviour of the system by computing theoretical life histories of
sample batches 0f neutrons, us i ng "random" numbe r s having suitable
distributions to decide the course of each history; this is the mathematical
equivalent of throwing dice or spinninga roulette wheel. Standardstatistical

theory can then be used to infer from the results of the sample calculation the
properties of the population as a whole. This type of approach, called the
Monte Carlo method, from an obvious analogy, has the great advantageof

side-stepping all formal mathematical difficulties, but the disadvantage of
giving a result subject to statistical error. This error can be estimated, and

can be reduced by increasing the sample size(apart from using more refined
techniques), but for high accuracy a very large sample may be needed. It is
commonpractice to use samples of a few thousand neutrons from whichone

may usually expect to obtain final results correct to about 1%. This result is
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a generalisation, however, and is not necessarily reliable for particular

applications. The basic operation in this process is the tracking of a neutron

from one collision to the next; the 150 program steps of the Type 555 will often

accommodate t his even in systems which seem complicated, so that a

collision is accounted for in a single card passage. (1) (2)

The following is a simple problem of reactor design, in which subject

the application of Monte Carlo methods has received considerable impetus.
A sample of neutrons is to be tracked through a system consisting of a series
of plane parallel-sided cells. A specified number of these cells, whichmay

be of different materials and widths, make up one block, and the system
consists of an infinite series of such blocks. Each neutron having a given

starting position, Z. Z , and a random direction IJ, may travel a certaino
distance, 'tJ , before collision with a nucleus. This distance depends uponthe
material through which the neutron passes and its magnitudeis the result of

sampling from a knownprobability distribution. A neutron having a collision

will be absorbed or scattered with given probabilities, (l-P.), P., according
1 1

to the material in which the collision occurs. The proportion of neutrons

absorbed ineachcell of a block is required, together with the neutron collision
distribution for a block, each neutron being tracked until finally absorbed.

The program written for the Type 555deals with a maximumof 10cells
per block, so that any system of 10 or less cells can be studied. for the
purpose of calculation 0n Iy the distribution and proportion of neutrons

absorbed across anyone block is of interest. Therefore, neutrons having
collisions outside block 0 are considered as having their collisions in blockO.

The followinginformation is given:

(a) H, block width.
(b) h., ith cell width, i = 1 to 10.

1
(c) Pi' probability of scattering in the ith cell, i = 1 to 10.
(d) Z. Z , a starting position for each neutron in the sample.o

The card sequence:-

Master Card A contains h. P., i = 1 to 6.
1 1

Master Card B contains h. P., i = 7 to 10.
1 1

Master Card C contains H, constants for generating random numbers,
and constants for evaluating log x.e

19



Detail Card D contains Z = Z, diff ere nt for each of say 20,000o
sample neutrons.

Summary Card E1 contains the number of neutrons absorbed in eachof

the 10 cells.

Summary Cards E2 to Ell contain the distribution of collisions across
the ith cell, i = 1 to 10.

The Master Cards supply the constant information to be placed in the
drum store, all calculation is performed 0 n card D as below, and the

Summary Cards cause the transfer of information from the workingsection
to the output locations of the drum:

(a) Generate (1) 3 random numbers g l' [2' g3
(b) JL = cos 0 = 1 - 2 e , i.e. cosO is un if 0 r m ly distributed between

1
- l~cos 0 ~+ 1.

(c) '1]= IIOgee21 i.e. the distance travelled to the next collision is

distributed as the negative exponential e-x. The logee 2 is calculated
from the rational approximation given above.CD

(d) Z' = Z +JL'1] i.e. the horizontal distance to the next collision.

(e) ZIt = Z' (modH) i.e. the positive fractional part of Z'/H which scales Z'

so that it lies in block O.

(f) Repeatedly subtract hI' h2' h3' h4 .... hi from ZIt until the sum is
negative at the subtraction of h... 1

" ii.e. Z -~ hr<O
r=l

(g) Put i = S. S now indicates that the collision occurred in the Sthcell.
In order to obtain a distribution of collisions, each cell is dividedinto

10 equal intervals.

s -1 . 10
(h) Find the intergral part of (Z" - ~ h ) x -h =

r s

The position of collision in cell S is the lh interval.
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(i) Score 1 in the appropriate counter for the Sth cell and the j th interval.

For 10 cells and 10 intervals per cell there are thus 100 counter's.

(j) Test:

H g3<p s' repeat the calculation from (a).

H g3~p s' the neutron has been absorbed and the tracking is complete.

(k) Score 1 in one of ten counters, for the last collision in cell S, to obtain

the number absorbed in each of the ten cells.

Since a sample neutron may have a random number of collisions before
being absorbed, it is notpossible to give an exact calculator speed, but, where
the average number 0 f collisions per ne u t r 0n was ten, the rat e was

approximate ly 1, 000 cards per hour.

It should be noted that" apart from the initial preparation of the starting
values, no card handling is necessary. The results are punched in eleven

cards which have only to be listed to provide the record of the run. Noexact
figures are available for the time required to prepare this program, but it was

certainly less then 10 days from its conception.

The program takes 130 steps and it is of interest to note howmuchthe

program depends upon the "Repeat" and "Special Repeat" functions. Clearly,

in the sequence of calculations above there is a good deal of searching through
the drum store, not only to locate the hS and PS values, but also to find the
correct counter to store the number of collisions.

In the space available it is not possible to give a detailed program for each
problem treated, but for this calculation the complete program is given in
Appendix B, together with an explanation of certain abbreviations of the

function codes which have been found convenient.

References:
(1) Symposium on MonteCarlo Methods. Wiley & Sons, NewYork, London.

(2) Symposium on Monte Carlo Methods. Journal of Royal
Statistical Society,
Series B, Vol. XVI,No.1, 1954.
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8Data processing

There is an increasing demandfrom physicists and chemists whorequire

to summarise and transform results from large scale scientific experiments.
The automatic output of data on to punched cards or tapes, which are then

processed by a computer or calculator, saves great manual effort and also
allows results to be inspected soon after an experiment has been completed.
In many cases the calculation required is only of moderate size, but it may

have to be repeated a great manytimes. It is therefore important to have a

computer which can readily cater for a steady stream of such data.

In the design of nuclear reactors the nuclear properties of the materials
to be used are of g rea t importance; these properties are the fission,

absorption and scattering cross sections of the fuel, the moderators and
coolants, which in general vary also for the different energies of the free

neutrons. These cross sections are simply the probability of anyone ofthe
three events ocurring when a free neutron of a particular energy has a
collision with a nucleus. There are several methods for determiningthese

cross sections; the neutron velocity selector or "chopper", the neutron

crystal spectrometer, the Van de Graaff electrostatic generator, the linear
accelerator, and the reactor itself. In almost all methods the behaviour over
wide ranges of energy must be observed, so that for each material examined

a large amount of data may be obtained, usually in the form of counts of

neutrons as indirect functions of energy. The experimental physicist using
these machines cannot make use of this information as it is obtained, because

of its volume and because it is not in the form he requires, i.e. cross
sections as a function of energy.

The Type 555 is an efficient machine for this kind of work, and an

illustration, dealing with cross section data from the linear accelerator, as
carried out on the machine, is discussed. Althoughthe calculation is small
it will be seen that the amount of input and output data is considerable.
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Information obtained from 1,000 sources, gives rise to 1,000 numbers

n..
1

each of 1,000 numbers .n., i = 1 to 1,000.
J 1

Several runs of the experiment are made giving input data of, say r sets,

j = 1..... r.

It is required to calculate:

(1) .N. = In. + 2n. + 3n. +.... n.. OutputN..
1 1 1 1 rl 1

i-t
(2) A. = 2

1 8:0
N.s

A. xN.
(3) 8N. = 1 1

. 1 T x C Where T and C are given constants.

(4) N.': N. +cXSN..
1 1 1

Where (% is a given constant.

Where A, R, K are given constants, and C.
1

is given for each i.

(6) N." = N.' - B.'. OutputN."
1 1 1 1

(7)T. =
1

N. "
1

MS.
1

OutputT.
1

Mis a given constant. S. is given for each i.
1

Outputa .. !given constant.
1 n

(This is the value of the cross section, which is what the physicist

is searching for).

8~(9) .T. = r·i/N'" "1 .
1

Output.

The calculation in (8) of the IlOgeTi I makes use of the rational
approximation discussed above in CD and, in order to deal with a very wide
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range of the numbers which can arise during the calculation, double length

arithmetic has been used in steps (3), (5), (7) and (8).

The card sequence is as follows:

Master Card - containing constants T, C, R, K, etc., and constants for
calculating log T..e I

i = 1 to 1,000

Detail Card 1ni

Detail Card 2ni

Detail Card 3ni

[

Detail Card n.r I

SummaryCard. Source i - Output,andInputof C.,S..
I I

The time taken to calculate 4 sets of 1,000 such numbers followed by
1,000 summary cards is 50 minutes; i.e. the calculator is running at full

speed. Theprogram, andthe job itself, were dealt withentirely by junior staff.

There are other similar processes at Harwell and the demandfor schemes
such as that described above is increasing as the potentialities of automatic

recording and processing are realised.
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF COMBINATORIAL PROBLEM
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A N·uclear structure theory
V -a combinatorial problem

The following calculation is again one of nuclear physics and is unusual
because very little arithmetic is required. For each stage of the problem

numerous decisions must be taken, following a set of gi ven rules, to
determine which of a group of numbers on the drum store is to be operated
upon. The "Table Look Up" feature, one of the facilities of the Type 555, is
at the heart of the problem, and the following notes explain its essential
points and the program instructions.

A table is in channels 1 and 2 having 42 entries assumed to be at equal

intervals of the argument, e.g. F(E) for .01~E(.01)~.42.

As the result of a calculation of E we have, say E , and we wish to findo
F(E). With the value E in the product reg is t e r P, the followingo 0

routine is entered.

Program Step

(1) Set T.C.O.1> 0 by the transfer of a positive number and reset the
channel selector.

(2) From the product register (P) on path A.

Emit 21, on the path B (Complement if T.C.O.1> 0).

To the Product register.
Set T.C.O.1. and move channel selector.

Repeat Program Step if T.C.O.1>0.
Word time, instantaneous.

(3) From P on path A.

Emit 1 position 1 on path B. Complement.
To P.

Set T.C.O.1.

Special Repeat step if T.C.O.1.~O.
Word time 19.

(4) From Channel 1, path A. if Channel Selector - 2
2 path A, if Channel Selector - 3

To Multiplicand register.

Word time, instantaneous

27



N.B.There is an important difference between the "repeat" and "special

repeat" functions. "Repeat" will repeat a program step, under the control of

a T.e.O., either consistently at a specified word time, or, "instantaneously"

to progress through successive word time in sequence. "Special repeat"

must have a specific starting word time and will then use, in sequence,

subsequent word times. Both functions are controlled by numbers passing

through the adder and when a control condition no longer exists, that is

T.e.O.1~0, in (2), the "repeat" automatically causes one more operation

before passing on to the next program step. Program step (2) illustrates

this, 21 being subtracted until the result in the product is zero or negative;

the complement function is then cut off and the further operation restores the

fractional part of 21 to the product register. The channel selector can the n

indicate which channel holds the number, the fractional part selects the

appropriate word time by means of program step (3). Program step (4) then

performs the required operation on the selected number

This routine can be used also for placing constants on the drum and also

when convenient for selecting numbers for output.

Example: .
We are given a function T(l) of 1 and two values, j = j1 and j2'

1 T(I)

o
1

2

3

4

5

6

together with a set of tables Ti(I') of 1', where i = 0, 1, 2, 3 and for each I,

j' has two values j1' j2"
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i=O i=1 i=2 i=3

l' TO(l') T\I') T2(1') T3(1')

0

1
2
3

4

5
6

For 1 and l' >6, T(I) and Ti(1') =O. i = 0, i, 2, 3.

It is required to calculate the followingsum and to record the individual

sums for 1 = 0 to 6 separately.

6
a = _X T(I)

1=0
(2J + 1)

X TP(l')
.1'(j'1j'2~

For a given 1, J takes integral values given by

I j - 11~J~(i + 1). j takes the values i1i2 in turn

For a J, l' is givenby

I j' -JI ~ l'~ (j' + J). j' takes the values j1' j2' in turn for each i.

An l' is only admissible when it is of the same parity as the 1 from which

it is derived, t,e, r can only be even if 1 is even, or odd if 1 is odd.
Otherwise it makes no contribution to the sum.

The suffix P takes a particular value of I, e.g. P =2, and this is
specified at the start.

To illustrate the layout of the program the block diagram shows

more clearly the operations involved, in particular the number of loops
which are necessary.
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The card sequence is:

Master Card AI', TO(I') 0~1'~6,jl' j2" jlj2

Master Card B 1', T\I') 0~1'~6,jl' j2'

Master Card C 1', T2(1') 0~1'~6,jl' j2' (i = 2 = P)

Master Card D 1', T3(1') 0~1'~6,jl' j2' .

Detail Cards 1 = 0 T(O).Punch contribution of 1 = O.

1 - 1 T(I). Punch contribution of 1 = 1.

Card E

1 = 6 T(6) Punch contribution of 1 = 6.

Punch 0'

Cards A to D enable the tables to be assembled on the drum, all

calculation is performed on the detail cards, and the final sum is punched

on Card E.

The present number of program steps required is 73, but it is possible

that with greater experience this could be reduced. The whole program was

suggested, planned, set-up, and tested, and production started within one

working week, according to the following schedule:

(a) 1~days in writing program.

(b) 1 day in planning the plugging.

(c) 1day in setting up the panels.

(d) 1-1~days for testing, and the calculation of the examples by hand.

The time to evaluate one sum 0' was 4 mins.

No discussion of the physical problem is entered into since it would

involve a lengthy and very elaborate account of a difficult theory. For those

who wish to enquire further, it is that of the calculation of Excitation

Functions for neutron inelastic scattering and (p, n) reactions on the theory of

Hauser and Feshbach(I),

(1) Hauser W., Feshbach *H. Phys. Rev. 87. Page 366
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" Heat flow equations

Many of the problems of mathematical physics involve the solution of

differential equations. Analytical dUficulties are however often encountered,
and it is frequently necessary to obtain numerical solutions for which various

numerical methods have been devised. An approximate method is to replace
the dUferential equation by a finite dUference equation which for many cases
leads to an adequate approximate solution. Such a situation arises in heat
flow equations, and the following account is concerned with the solution of the
finite difference equations which approximate to the differential equation.

In this type of problem, an initial state j- is- given for a series of

positions t, i:: 1, 2 ..• n, and it is required to compute values for each
position at state j + 1. where the relationship between the lh and (j + 1)th

state is given by a finite difference equation of the form.

A j+1 A j. = eX. +1 1
eX,{:J given,

together with boundary conditions which deal with the cases 1 • 0 and i = n.

The example deals with the following equation and boundary conditions:

j j= a V. + b(V. 1
1 1-

i - 1, 2 n,

+ V~ 1)' a, b, given.1+

Boundary Conditions:

Vj = aVj + {:Jvj • eX,{:J given.n+1 n-1 n

Vj = k.. k. given.
0 1 1

Starting Values:

V? = a.. i = 1, 2 .... n
1 1 j = 0
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Calder Hall Heat Exchanger.
Looking down into the Heat
Exchanger shell, where banks
of boiler tubes are being
placed in positlon.

One of Calder Hall's Sixteen Heat
Exchanger Shells being lifted into
position on its plinth. Each shell
is approximately 80 feet high.
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•

A program has been written for the Type 555 which deals with nL10;

63 steps are required in the calculation of all 10 positions of the jth state.
Because one card cannot contain all values for the jth state, a second card to
be punched is inserted. The card sequence is simple, the constants and

starting values are read in from two master cards and all subsequent values
are punched on the blank cards. The speed is such that 1,000 values of
V~(1 = 1 to 10, j = 1 to 100) can be obtained in approximately 3 minutes,
1

further illustrating the advantage of the Type 555 for the output of a large
amount of data. The programming time required only a few hours, the
possible value of n having been decided previously. In common with the

Monte Carlo and Combinatorial problems, the ability to select numbers from
the drum store according to given rules is vital; without it the solution of
many problems would not be possible on the Type 555 and it is this ability
which brings the ma chi ne into the border line class between electronic

calculators and general purpose digital computers.

Plugging up a Control Panel for one of the jobs
described in this booklet.
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all Xl + all Xl + an X3 + al4 X4 + alS Xs = bl

au Xl + a22 Xz + a23 X3 + a24 X4 + alS Xs = b2

a3l Xl + a32 Xl + a33 X3 + a34 X4 + a3S Xs = b3
::....

a 31 a 32 a 33 a 34 a 35

a4l a 42 a43 a44 a 45

a 51 a 52 a 53 a 54 a 55
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Evaluation of determinants and the
solution of simultaneous equations

Since the Type 555 is restricted to 150 program steps, and a relatively

small numerical store for this kind of work, matrix operations wouldnot, at

first sight, appear to be convenient, but it is of interest to consider what can
be done in this field.

Another inherent difficulty when the equations are ill-conditioned, is that
of scaling; the Type 555 is not easily programmed to deal with floating point

arithmetic, because the shifting operations are not simple. However, this
can be overcome to some extent by careful attention to the basic logic of the
machine and by ingenuity in programming.

For operating 0n large size matrices a large fa s t general-purpose
digital computer is essential, but, for matrices of a small order r say,
3LrL12, the Type 555 can be used to solve a set of equations and evaluate

the determinant; the inversion of a matrix and the evaluation of its latent roots
seem to be unsuitable because of the difficulty of storing all the elements of
the matrix, together with the subsidiary matrices which are needed.

From the many methods for the solution of simultaneous linear equations,

a choicehas been madeofthe Choleskimethod. Sofar only symmetric matrices
have been considered, and the following discussion is exclusively concerned
with them. The Choleski(1) method is based on the fundamental theorem that

A = LL' A is a square symmetric matrix.
L is a lower triangular matrix.
L' is the transpose of L.

Writing a matrix equation

we have

Ax = b(where x is an unknownvector and y a
knownvector)

LL'x = b.
Put
then

L'x = y,
Ly = b,
L'x = y, and by back substitution x may be found.
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There are two reasons for considering this method to be suitable for the

Type 555. First, it is not necessary to keep all elements of L' in the drum

store, so that matrices of orderL 12 may be considered; second, the method
of solution allows one element of L' to be computed for each input of an

element of A, thus allowing the cards to be used as a temporary store of L'.

A program has bee n written for the Type 555 based a n this, and
experience will show howsuccessful it is in dealing with ill-conditioned sets.

The general scheme adopted is as follows:

(a) The upper triangle of the symmetric matrix A is fed in, in row order,
together with the vector b, with one element a.. per card.

1]

(b) L' .. is punched on card of element a.., the vector b being treated as an
1] 1]

extra column of A.

(c) If the determinant only is required a special final card is inserted on
1

which is punchednZ,

(d) To obtain the solution the cards are put through the machine a second

time in reverse order to complete the back substitution.

(e) Special cards are punched containing the vector x.

Reference:
(1) Practical Methods for the solution of linear equations and the inversion

of matrices. L. Fox. Journal of Royal Statistical Society,

Series B. Vol. XII, No. 1. 1950.
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General comments

Although the .Hollerith T yPe 555 Electronic Calculator cannot be
considered in the same class as a stored program computer it is nevertheless
a powerful machine for many problems. The facilities of a computer are
available; although a program has to be written within 150steps, these steps

are however very powerful, and in some cases can be set up to operate as
sub-routines.

The basic circuitry of the Type 5'55is similar to that which has been

successfully ,employed in the Hollerith Type 542and 550Calculators. Many

hundreds of these machines are in operation throughoutthe UnitedKingdom
and overseas; the "555" has the same proven reliability as these machines,
from which it has been developed. .An incidental point is that no special
installation facilities are needed apart from some means of dispersing the

heat generated by the 8KW.which is the normal running load.

The problems described form 0nIy a selection from those already
programmed, and as time goes by it is confidentlyexpected that the Type 555
Electronic Calculator will be employedon further newprojects.
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P

M/D

M/R
INST.

COMPo
N.R.G.
w. (1)
C.S.
ZAYx
ZBv

u

LSR.1.
LSP.1.

LSR.2.
LSP.2.
SSR

SSP
E. (x). P. (y).

(Stop)Skip if "P"

(Stop)Skipunless "P"

Set TCO.(a)

as (16)

38

Legend

Product
Multiplicand

Multiplier

Instantaneous
Complement
NonRing

Word time 1

Channel Selector
Zeroise digits x to y on HighwayA

Zeroise digits u to v on HighwayB

Long Skip start Number 1
Long Skip stop Number 1

Long Skip start Number 2
Long Skip stop Number 2
Short SkipStart

Short SkipStop
Emit number x in position y on to HighwayB.
(Stop)or start a skip if present card is
designated "P".

(stop) or Start a Skip if present card is not
designated "P".
Sets unit (a) to take up the state of the number
whichlast passed through the adder on which
Set TCO (a) was called.
states of (a), ~O, >0, = 0, <0.
Programme step is same as step (16).
Instruction wires for step (16)are used for all
subsequent steps, e.g, 19, 22, whichdo not have
to be separately instructed.



APPENDIX A

TYPE SSS
PROGRAM SHEET

X IN THE MULTIPLICAND X- 7 DECIMALS LOGeX

PROG. FROM MPY. eoL.
STEP TO DIY. SHIFT ZEROISE WORD eye REMARKS

A B S.Q.

1 4/ P 1 Count (d) for p of lOP

2 M/D Comp Set TC02 Inst Set TC02 =' 0
M/D

3 M/D Set TC03 Inst Test X = 0

4 M/D M/D9 ZA7 SSR(TC03 = 0) Inst Shift and count
P9 1 Set TC02 until X;;;'.l

Repeat (TC02 = 0)
LSPI (TCOI< 0)

5 MID Comp Set TCOI Inst Test for X' > .5E5 P9

M/R M/R X 2(TCOl < 0) Inst Add1 to countfor S of 2s
6 El PI DoubleX'(X' <: .5)

7 M/R Comp M/R LSRI (TCOI-c 0) Inst LoopEl PI
8 M/R 3/ 15 Store S of 2s

9 P 3/ ZP 19 Store P of lOPZA2end

10 4/ M/R 2 A2

11 M/D4 ZM/D Inst Shift x to 5 dec.

12 M/D 3/ 4 Store x

13 Mult

14 P5 ZP

15 4/ P M/D ZP 3 Al + A2x

16 4/ 3/ M/R 4 A3 + x

17 Div Div Shift 5.
10 cycles

18 Comp M/R ZP 4 -x
3/

19 M/R ,El P6 M/R Inst 1 - x

20 Mult

21 P4 ZP

22 4/ M/D 5 10ge2

23 3/ M/R 15 S of 2s

24 Mult

25 4/ M/D 6 10gelO

26 3/ M/R 19 P of lOP

27 Mult SSP (TC03 = 0)

28 4/ P SSR(TC03> 0) 7 H X = 0 put ~ogeX
SSP = loge5 x 10

NOTE: Program step 4 - 'x' (i.e. X shifted such that X ;;. .1) is left in postttons 3-9



APPENDIX B

TYPE 555
PROGRAM SH-EET

MONTE CARLO EXAMPLE

PROG FROM MPY. cot,
STEP TO DIV. SHIFT ZE-R01SE WORD' eye. ASS. CYC.

A B S.Q.

1 E9 PI M/R LSP1.Skip unless 'e' 12
5/

2 El PI Set TCOI Inst.

3 M/R El PI M/R Set TeOI 20
Comp Sp. Repeat (TCOI ~. 0)

4 1/ M/D Inst

5 E7 Pl M/R Set TC01. Inst

6 M/R El PI M/R Set TCOI. Inst
Comp Repeat (TC01'~ 0)

7 M/D 1/ Inst

8 5/ El PI M/R Set TC03 12
Comp 5/

9 M/R LSRI (TC03 ~ 0) Inst

10 E9 PI M/R Inst
Comp

11 M/R EI PI 4/ Set TCOL 11
M/R Sp. Repeat (TCOI < 0)

Stop skip if 'A'
Stop skip if 'B'

12 As2

13 5/ 1/ Set TeOl.
Sp. Repeat (TCOI~IO)
W.1. unless des B)
W.7 if des B)
LSP2 (TC05 <: 0)
Stop skip if 'D'

14 1/ M/R Skip unless 'D' 1

15 1/ M/D P 2

16 Mult
NRG

17 P 4/ P 10
M/D

18 1/ M/R 1
19 As 16

20 p 5/ P 7
M/D

21 As 18

22 As 16

23 p 1/ 2
24 P6 P

25 P M/D . Inst
Comp

26 X2
NRG

27 M/D El P5 4/ 9

28 5/ MID 7

29 M/D3 M/D

30 1/ P 3
M/R

31 M/D MID Set TC01. Inst
Comp Set TC02.

32 MID Set TC03. Inst

33 M/D P9 Z'/B SSR (TC03 = 0) Inst1 Set' TC02
M/D9 Repeat (TC02 = 0)

34 M/D4 MID Set TC02. Reset C.S.

35 M/D X2 M/R9 ZUB Set TC02. Move C.S.1 Repeat (TC02 = 0)

36 5/ C.S. = 4 El PI 1
C.S. = 5 E2 Pl
C.S. = 0 E3 PI

37 M/D M/R Inst

38 p 5/ -2 ZendB 32
P

39 1/ M/D -2 4

40 - 2 Inst .

41 M/R 5/ 6 .
42 Mult

43 P.5 P
-

44 1/ P M/D P 5

45 1/ 5/ M/R 6

46 Div. Div. Shift 5 10 cycles

47 5/ M/R P 6
Comp

48 M/R El P6 M/R Inst

49 As 42

50 P.4 P

51 1/ M/D 7

52 5/ M/R 1

53 As 42

54 1/ M/D 8

55 5/ M/R 3

56 Mult SSP

57 1/ (TC03=0) 9
P

58 P M/R P Inst

59 4/ M/D Set TC04 9

60 M/D M/D Inst
Comp

(TC04 < 0)

61 M/Rl M/R

62 As 42

63 As 50

64 1/ M/D 11

65 5/ P P . Set TC02. 13
Comp - Set TC05.

(TC04< 0)
- -

66 P M/D P Set TC02 Inst
Comp (TC02.~ 0)

(TC05~0) Repea\TC05 ~ 0)
(TC02 < 0)

Repeat(TC05 < 0)

67 (TC05~0)
X2

68 P M/D P Set TCOI Inst
Comp

(TC05<0)

69 p 5/ 13

70 P 1/ P zendB Set TCOI. 12
Comp

6 Sp.Repeat (TCOI ~ 0)

71 E16 M/R Set TCOI Inst

72 M/R El PI M/R Set TeOl. Inst
Comp Repeat (TCOI ~ 0)

73 P 1/ P zendB Inst
6

74 As 73

'15 E15 M/R Set TeOl Inst

76 As 72



APPENDIX B
(Continued)

TYPE 555
PROGRAM SHEET MONTE CARLO EXAMPLE

PROG FROM MPY. eOL. ASS.TO DIV. ZEROISE WORD eye
STEP A B S.Q.

SHIFT eye

77 41 E9 PI MID Inst

78 II M/R Inst

79 MID 51 8

80 M/R 51 Z6B 101

81 M/R M/R P.9 ZendA
6
MID

82 Div. 1 cycle

83 51 El Pl M/R 8
Comp

84 MID 51 P 9

85 E5 Pl MID Inst

86 Mult
-

87 5/ M/R 9

88 M/R9

89 .! 2•

90 M/R ZendB Set TC05 Inst2

91 M/Rl M/R

92 M/R E1 Pl M/R Inst

93 'P WR M/R Set TCOl. Reset C.s. Inst

94 M/R E21 M/R Set TCOl. Inst
Comp Move C.S.

(TCOl~O) Repeat (TCOl~ 0)

95 El PI Set TCOl Inst

96 M/R El Pl M/R Set TC01. 19
Comp Sp. Repeat.(TCOl ~ 0)

97 21 CS=2 El Pl 21 CS=2 Inst
3/ CS=3 TC05> 0 3/ CS=3
4/ CS=4 E1 P6 4/ CS=4

TC05= 0 P
I 98 51 MID 10

99 4/ M/R 10

100 M/R5 M/R
MID5

101 M/R MID Set TC05 Inst
Comp

102 LSR2 (TC05 > 0) Inst

103 As 83

104 As 88

105 AS.89
106 As 90

..;

107 As 95

108 As 91

109 M/R El PI M/R Set TCOl. Inst
Comp Repeat (TCOI~ 0)

110 5/ El Pl 51 Inst
TC05> 0
El P6

TC05= 0

111 S.S.R.Stop Skip if 'E' Inst

112 51 M/R P 14

113 As 85 .
114 As a6

115 P 51 P LSP2 (TCOS-c 0) 21

116 51 El PI M/R Set TCOl. 21
51 Reset C.S.

117 As 94

118 As 95

119 As 96

120 21 CS=2 MID Inst
31 CS=3
4/ CS=4

121 As 95
,.,

122 51 M/R 2

123 M/R El PI M/R Set TCOl. 4
Comp Sp.Repeat (TCOl~ 0)

124 M/D 51 Inst

125 51 E1 PI 51 2

126 P El Pl P Inst

127 P E5 Pl Set TC03 . Inst

128 LSR2 (TCOS< 0) S.S.R. Inst-
stop Skip if 'F' .

129 II M/D 2
130 MID 5/ Stop Skip unless 'c' 21

Stop Skip unless 'D'

lS1 S.S.R. Inst
.

TYPE 555 STORAGE CHART
WORD CHANNEL 5 CHANNEL 4 CHANNEL 3 CHANNEL 2 CHANNEL I

1 r/2 S of 25 hl 10 figs
0 1 P

2 K 2 3 P 10 figs
0

3 P of lOP .4 5 0012345670
a

-

4 h10 6 7' .31774
A2

5 h6 a 9 1.06535
Al

••...••........

h2
••.•vuvv

6 A3

7 ~2 .69315
log 2e

a S 2.30.259
log 10e-

9 r P4D 8log 5 x 10e

10 Pl el h7

11 -8 h3 H 1 +5D

12 transfer (count) -7 1 + 4D 1 + 4D
P1 hl

13 J 4D -6 P2 h2

14 R 0,1. ••.9 -5 Ps hS

15 -4 ha P4 h4

16 No. absorbed -3 h4 P5 h5
hl h2

17 h3 h4 -2 Ps h6

18 h5 h6 -1 P7 h7

19 h7 ha 0 Ps hS

20 hg h10 1 h9 P9 h9
.

21 5R h5 P10 h10
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